
6061 Aluminum Foil
6061 Aluminum Foil, Aluminum wrinkle-free lunch box Description:
As people's awareness of environmental protection increases, so does
tableware. Aluminum foil lunch boxes can be used in family life. In family
life, aluminum foil lunch boxes can be used to store food and keep the
freshness and taste of food. At the same time, the aluminum foil lunch
box can also be used to bake food, such as barbecue, grilled fish, etc.,
making home cooking more convenient and beautiful.
The wrinkle-free lunch box is made after the aluminum foil is stamped
and formed, with the least wrinkles, and only four right-angled wrinkles
are allowed. Wrinkle-free lunch boxes, usually use aluminum foil as raw
material, through cold rolling and foil rolling to produce aluminum foil
with the thickness of use, double-sided coated to make the surface
smooth, no pinholes, no dust particles, no odor aluminum foil parent roll,
after special Equipment and molds are one-time fully automatic cold
stamping production process.
Advantages of 6061 aluminum foil for wrinkle-free lunch boxes
1.Tight sealing, good thermal insulation performance;
2.It improves the safety factor of delivery and maintains the taste of the
dishes delivered to users;
3.Easy to operate, you can quickly solve all the concerns of traditional
delivery lunch boxes, saving after-sales costs;
4.Aluminum foil has strong barrier properties, and the sealed lunch box
can block foreign matter and play the role of heat preservation and
flavor preservation;
5.Easy to recycle and recycle, and facilitates lightweight design;
6.Metal packaging materials are rich in sources, easy to recycle, recycle
or reuse, and are pollution-free;
7.It is convenient to promote lightweight design on packaging, thereby
saving materials and improving efficiency.
Technical Parameter of Mingtai Al. 6061 Aluminum Foil
Alloy 6061
Temper O
Thickness（mm） 0.1-0.2



Width（mm） 200-1650
Length（mm） c

Countries we have exported our products to:
Aluminium 6061 Foil Exporters:
Vietnam Italy India Spain Sri Lanka
South Korea Belgium Morocco Algeria France
Jordan Egypt Brazil UAE Pakistan
Nepal Indonesia Uganda Russia South Africa
Netherlands Israel Bangladesh Turkey Singapore

Aluminum products Packaging Details of Mingtai Aluminum
1) Standard seaworthy export packaging. Wooden pallets with plastics
protection for the coil and sheet.
2) The packaging can be eye to sky or eye to wall based on the
customer's requirement
3) 16-20 MT can be located into 20FCL, the sea freight rate is much
cheaper than 40FCL.


